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Abstract 
Blogs are arguably the most popular genre of user-generated content (UGC), which make blogs a gold 
mine for social science research. However, existing research on blogs has suffered from non probability 
samples collected either manually or by computerized crawling based on random walks method. The 
current article presents a probability sampling method for blogs, called random digit search (RDS), that 
is modified from the popular "random digit dialing" (ROD) method used in telephone surveys. The 
RDS method was tested in a study of Sina Blog, a popular blog service provider (BSP) in China. The 
results show that, while "random walks" sampling tends to oversample popular/active blogs, probabil
ity samples generated by RDS yield consistent and precise estimates of population parameters. 
Although the RDS takes advantage of the numeric identification (I D) system used on Sina Blog, the 
general principles may be applicable to other BSPs and many other genres of UGC. 
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The current article introduces a probability sampling design, called random digit search (RDS), 
which we have devised for a large-scale study on the sustainability ofblogging behavior. "Sustain
ability" refers to the continuation of publishing blog posts (posts) by blog authors (bloggers) regularly 
for a substantially long period after the initial uptake. The substantiality ofblogging (or activities of 
other user-generated content, or lJ GC) is closely related to the feasibility and desirability of division of 
labor in the mass media industries in the era of new information and communication technology (ICT). 
The modem media emerged and have since operated based on the classic economic principle of 
division of labor, by which full-time professionals with pre-/on-job training, are employed by media 
organizations, supported by the latest ICT of the time, and sometimes (or frequently) facilitated by 
institutionalized intonnants, to collect, edit, and disseminate materials of information, entertainment, 
or persuasiOn. 
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The division of labor has enhanced the efficiency of media production as well as facilitated 
ownership concentration and content homogenization. The century-old model has, however, been 
challenged by the new genres of UGC in general and blogs in particular because billions of Internet 
users act as reporters, editors, producers, and distributors of media content in massive quantity and 
varying quality, with little or no fmancial and technical resources. Of various genres ofUGC, blogs 
are arguably the most popular given the low technical and financial barriers for ently. If the trend is 
sustainable, then the domination of media organizations, especially those conglomerates, on the 
marketplaces of ideas would be seriously undermined or even completely replaced. However, 
the promising potentials of the UGC movement need to be Ciitically examined. Our research on the 
sustainability of blogging is a first attempt in the direction. 

We have met a munber of methodological challenges ranging from sampling to measurement and 
analysis. Of these, sampling is the most fonnidable because there has been little guidance in the 
existing literature on how to generate random samples of web content in general and blogs in par
ticular that are representative of the web universe under study. We have, thus, divided our research 
into two phases, focusing on sampling in the first phase and then moving to the substantive issues of 
sustainability in the second phase. This article reports exclusively the design and test results of our 
RDS scheme. 

Research Background 

Definition of Key Terminology 

To ease reading, it is necessary to define key concepts used in the article (as summarized in Table 1). 
A blog is a website where a blogger (or author, who could be an individual, a group of individuals, or 
an organization, using a m1ique user identification [ ID]) publishes posts (or articles, which could 
contain text, images, audios, videos, etc.), hosted on a blog server (usually with a host name of 
blog.xxx.com) provided by a blog service provider (BSP). The process of writing and publishing 
is also known as blogging. 

A blogger typically publishes multiple posts. There is a home page of the blogger that contains 
links to all posts the blogger publishes. For this reason, the home page is called post listing page 
(PLP). The hierarchical relationship among a blog server, a blog site (represented by the PLP), and 
a blog post is manifested in the relevant uniform resource locator (URL), for example, http:// 
blog.xxx.com/yyy/zzz.htrnl (or http://yyy.blog.xxx.com/zzz.htrnl), where blog.xxx.com refers to the 
blog server, yyy the blog site (or technically, a folder or directory on the server), and zzz.htrnl the 
post. In the current article, we call yyy blog address (or simply address). 

Furthermore, all the addresses on the particular BSP under study (i.e., blog.sina.com.cn, abbre
viated as Sina Blog here) are mapped to a unique (i.e., nonduplicated) numeric value of 10 digits, 
which is called blogger ID (or user ID). Technically, the four terms (a blogger, a blog address, a PLP, 
and a blogger ID) refer to distinct concepts (respectively, corresponding to an individual author, a 
publically known address as described above, the home page/post list page (PLP) of the blogger as 
detailed below, and an internal reference nmnber used by the BSP that may not be known to the 
blogger himself or herself). However, the four tetms all actually end up pointing to the same web
page. For technical accuracy, we will choose the most appropriate term from the four for the specific 
context, although it is necessary to keep in mind the interchangeability among the terms. 

Previous Studies on Blogs 

Although most previous studies on blogs have drawn on anecdotal evidence, about a dozen studies 
with a more serious nature have involved systematically collected data. These works generally fall 
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Table I. Definition of Key Concepts 

Concept 

Blog server/blog service 
providers (BSP) 

Blog/blog site 

Blogger 

Blogger user name 

Blogger ID number 

ID prefix 

ID suffix 

Post/blog post 

Post URL 

Post list page (PLP) 

Occupancy rate 

Definition 

A website, identifiable with a unique web address (e.g., blog.xxx.com) that hosts 
multiple blog sites. 

A sub-website, maintained by an, identifiable with a unique folder name (e.g., 
yyy) that appears before or after a blog server address (e.g., yyy.blog.xxx.com 
or blog.xxx.com/yyy), which is also called blog address. 

An author (who can be an individual or a group of individuals) identifiable with a 
unique blog address. 

A unique folder name (i.e., the yyy portion of the above blog address) for a 
blogger, usually given by the blogger in the form of a real name, a set of initials, 
a pseudoname, or a semantically meaningful phrase. 

A unique numeric value (e.g., nnn) assigned by a blog server to identify a blog site 
in its user registration table, which is used by some blog servers to identify 
blog posts (e.g., blog.xxx.com/nnn) to replace the alphabetical user name for 
efficiency purposes. 

The first segment of a numeric ID number, with the number of digits arbitrarily 
determined by a researcher depending on the total number of digits and the 
desirable number of sampling units in a random digit search. 

The second segment of a numeric ID number, with the length of digits = the 
length of ID number -- the length of ID prefix. 

An article that contains text and/or multimedia published by a blogger, 
identifiable with a post ID (e.g., zzz). 

The universal resource locator of a post, i.e., its full address (e.g., blog.xxx.com/ 
yyy/zzz or blog.xxx.com/nnn/zzz) 

A web page that displays the title and URL of all posts published by a blogger at a 
blog site, usually in descending time order. 

The proportion of the blog IDs on a BSP being actually occupied (i.e., in use at 
least once) estimated by the number of IDs found in the establishment sample 
(ES) divided by the total number of IDs searched in the ES. 

into three main categories in terms of their methods of data collection: content analysis ofblog arti
cles, interviews with blog authors, and tracking analysis of reader responses. 

Content analyses of blog genre and style. Hening and her colleagues (Herring, Scheidt, Kouper, & 
Wright, 2006) conducted content analyses on blogs randomly selected in three points in time 
between 2003 and 2004. The longitudinal data enable them to identify key characteristics of blogs. 
These studies have become a benchmark for subsequent content analyses ofblogs. However, the size 
of the samples is small (i.e., 100-200 in each wave), which affects the stability of the findings. The 
categorization of key variables (e.g., blog type) is too broad to be informative. Furthermore, the 
longitudinal tracking was unfortunately disrupted because the blog tracking site (blo.gs), based 
on which Hening et al. generated random samples, was closed down soon after their studies. 

Interviews about author motivations. Nardi, Schiano, Gumbrecht, and Swartz (2004) interviewed 
23 blog authors, either in person or over the phone, to probe their motivations for blogging. How
ever, the small sample and, perhaps more importantly, the highly homogenous characteristics ofthe 
informants raise questions about the generality of the findings. It is, thus, necessary to study 
heterogeneous authors randomly selected from the crowds. 
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Tracking analysis of reader responses. Some researchers have taken advantage of the readily 
available information on reader visits (i.e., clicks) to and/or comments on blogs. Du and Wagner 
(2006) developed a measure of "Blog Success" based on the popularity of top 100 blogs ranked 
by technorati.com in terms of user clicks. Hui, Lai, and Yee (2007) also studied the popularity of 
100 blogs (randomly selected from blo.gs), with fmdings contrary to the findings ofDu and Wagner. 
The inconsistency between the two studies may be due to (a) the small number of blogs in both 
samples and/or (b) the different sampling methods (i.e., top blogs vs. randomly sampled). 

In summary, previous studies are generally based on small samples at one point in time or over a 
short time span, which might be adequate for exploratmy research that aims to generate heuristics 
for more formal investigations. Our research on the sustainability ofblogging involves, however, a 
strong descriptive research component that aims to obtain precise estimates of key parameters of the 
blogger population under study, which necessarily requires random samples of larger scale over 
longer periods. 

Problems With Random Walks Crawling 

The prevailing sampling method for crawling blogs and almost all other types of webpages is the 
so-called random walks approach, in which search engines start with certain seed pages and continue 
with the trail of links to other pages until a target number of pages are reached (Becchetti, Castillo, 
Donato, & Fazzone, 2006). The term "random" refers to two elements of the method. First, the 
selection of seed pages can be randomly made. Second, the selection of links from crawled pages 
for subsequent crawling is often randomly determined. However, the random selection of seed pages 
and subsequent links does not solve the self-selection bias inherent in the link structure of 
web, which has been proven to be systematically biased toward authoritative pages with higher 
"pagerank" scores (Henzinger, Heydon, Mitzenmacher, & Najrok, 1999), a phenomenon known 
as preferential attachment (Barabasi & Albert, 1999). 

In short, although carrying the tenn "random" in its name, the random walks crawling is by no 
means a probability sampling. Instead, as Thelwall (2006, p. 63) has pointed out, a random sample of 
links results in highly targeted webpages. As sho¥.n in the first two columns of Table 2, random 
walks crawling is equivalent to snowball sampling in social science survey in which researchers 
follow the trail of referrals by subjects who have been interviewed (Berg, 1988). It is widely known 
that the quality of snowball sampling is severely affected by the self-selection biases in every step of 
recruitment (Lohr, 1999). When applying random walks to blog crawling, bloggers do not have 
equal (or known) chances of being crawled; in general, the more influential or more active a blogger 
is, the more likely the person's posts are linked by other bloggers. Consequently, the more influential 
and more active bloggers are more likely to be represented in any sample crawled by the random 
walks method. Of course, random walks or snowballing may be justifiable if the sampling frame 
is known or the entire universe (of a limited size) is included in the study. In a study of blogs pub
lished by Korean National Assembly members and their followers, Park and Thelwall (2008) used a 
quasi-snowball method to construct a sample of 79 "elite" followers (out of a universe of 1,904) 
who were linked at least three times. 

When we sta1ied the current study, we followed the random walks method to collect two pilot 
samples ofblogs in a modest size (N = 1,000) from two popular BSPs in China (blog.sina.com.cn 
and blog.tom.com), respectively. In examining certain key parameters from the two samples (e.g., 
the average number of posts published or the average number of comments received per blogger), 
we became suspicious of the representativeness of the samples. As shown in the first two columns of 
Table 3, the bloggers in both samples appeared highly active, perhaps too active to be generalizable. 
We looked into the content of the blogs to find that a large portion of the bloggers in both samples 
were well-known "star" authors whose sites were either highlighted on the two BSPs' home pages 
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Table 2. Comparison Among Snowballing, Random Walks, RDD, and RDS Sampling Methods 

Nonprobability Sampling Probability Sampling 

Random Digit Dialing Random Digit Search 
Snowballing Random Walks (RDD) (RDS) 

Sampling units Individuals Web pages Individuals Web pages 
Sampling frame Not required and Not required and Required and Required and 

not used used constructed constructed 
Identification of Referrals from con- Hyperlinks from Randomly generated Randomly generated 

sampling units tacted known from sampling from sampling 
respondents web pages frame frame 

Dependence Non independent Nonindependent Independent Independent 
among sampling 
units 

Probability of Unknown Unknown Known Known 
being samples 

Posterior Impossible Impossible Possible Possible 
weighting 

Projection to Invalid Invalid Valid Valid 
population 

Table 3. Comparison Between Snowballing and Probability Samples of Sina Blog 

Snowballing Sample Snowballing Sample 2 Probability Sample 3 Ratio of Sample 
I (blog.tom.com) (blog.sina.com.cn) (blog.sina.com.cn) 2 to Sample 3 

N of bloggers in the 137 673 768 
sample 

Average N of posts per 209 61 8 7.6: I 
blogger 

Average N of words 2,818 2,517 447 5.6: I 
per post per blogger 

Average N of outlinks 21 44 9 4.9:1 
per blogger 

Average N of com- 1,210 4,925 12 410:1 
ments per blogger 

Average N of clicks per 174,000 2,579,000 211 12,223:1 
blogger 

or widely cited (i.e., linked) by other bloggers. Therefore, it is quite natural for us (and anyone else 
using the same method) to hit popular bloggers. Consequently, the results usually overestimate the 
intensity of blogging behaviors. 

With the insights from the two unsuccessful trials, we decided to redo the data collection in the 
standard social science way-probability sampling. Using a specially designed method, called ran
dom digit search (RDS, to be detailed below), we collected another sample of similar size, randomly 
this time, from Sina Blog. The results are shown in column 3 of Table 3. There is a sharp discrepancy 
between the two samples from the same population, with the parameters estimated based on the 
probability sample being significantly lower (ranging from 4 times to 12,000 times) than those from 
the snowballing sample. The message is unequivocally clear: results from random walks crawling 
are untrustworthy. 
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The RDS Scheme 

Mitovsky-Weksberg's ROD Method 

Social Science Computer Review 29(3) 

Our new sampling method drew on the classic work by Mitovsky and W eksberg on random digit 
dialing (RDD) in telephone surveys (Waksberg, 1978) is summarized in the last two columns of 
Table 2. RDD was devised to overcome the inefficiency of simple random sampling (SRS) for 
selecting residential telephone numbers for surveys. Residential telephone numbers are usually con
centrated in certain blocks while sparsely allocated to or completely absent from other blocks. RDD 
involves two stages of sampling for telephone surveys: (a) identifying certain valid "primary sam
pling units" (PSUs) and (b) approaching more households in the verified PSUs. 

In the first stage, the researcher develops a list of mutually exclusive and exhaustive PSUs for the 
nation or a given geographic region under study. In telephone surveys in the United States, for exam
ple, each PSU is defined by an 8-digit number including an area code in the first 3 digits, a local 
exchange code in the second 3 digits, and a 2-digit random number (ranging from 00 to 99) in the 
last 2 digits (which is otten called prefix). Depending on the target size of the final sample, a fixed 
set ofPSUs are randomly selected from the list (i.e., the sampling frame) to form the initial sample. 
Another 2-digit random number (called suffix) is then added to the end of each PSU to form a 
1 0-digit telephone number. A call is then placed to each of the constmcted telephone numbers, 
which gives rise to the name of random digit dialing (RDD). If the number is found to be a working 
residential number, the PSU is regarded valid and will, therefore, serves a "seed" in the second 
stage. Otherwise, the PSU is discarded based on the assumption that no other eligible numbers are 
also available in the PSU. 

In the second stage, more random numbers are generated for each of the verified PSUs and then 
contacted, using the same RDD mechanism as in the first stage, until the target size of the sample is 
reached. As demonstrated by Waksberg (1978), the RDD method provides significant improvement, 
usually in a factor of several tin1es, in the efficiency while maintaining the same quality, as com
pared with the unrestricted SRS from all possible telephone numbers. A variety of modifications 
have since been proposed to accommodate special circumstances of given studies (e.g., Ayhan & 
Islam, 2005; Rimmer, Willis, & Zhu, 1987). 

From ROD to RSD 

The RDD method appears to be a promising solution to various problems with sampling blogs (and 
other types of webpages) discussed earlier. The key is to work out a mechanism to map the blog 
addresses of the blogger population under study to a set of numeric (or alphabetical) IDs. This is 
obviously daunting task but can be done under certain circumstances. As a first attempt in this line 
of research, we have chosen Sina Blog, one of the largest BSPs in China (to be further described 
below) because the blog addresses (i.e., the yyy segment of the URL as defined earlier) on the BSP 
can be uniquely mapped to a numeric value (i.e., internal ID, which has coincidently the same length 
as the U.S. telephone number, 10 digits). For example, in the following URL of a hypothetical post, 
http:/ /blog.sina.com.cn/s/ l 00000000 1/zzz.htm, "1 00000000 l" is the unique address of the relevant 
blogger. The naming system is by no means elegant but makes the search and administration ofblogs 
and posts far more efficient than the alphabetical user name system. 

There are still substantive differences between the telephone number system in the United States 
(China or elsewhere) and the address system on Sina Blog (or any other BSPs). The most obvious 
difference is the absence of any sampling frame for blogs. In RDD, the required sampling frame 
could be constructed based on either published telephone directories or the knowledge of existing 
area codes and local exchange codes. There is simply no such directory or geographic identification 
information available for blogs (or any other type ofwebpages). 
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We approached the problem with a basic assumption that BSPs are likely to map blog addresses 
with a numeric ID for ease of administration. First, numeric IDs are faster to search and less error
prone to organize file names and location paths. Second, sequential numeric IDs are automatically 
generated by the "Auto Number" function of any web database that BSPs use to manage user reg
istration information. Such a procedme, if proven to be in operation, implies that there is a temporal 
dimension underlying user IDs. That is, the smaller an ID is, the earlier the user registered; likewise, 
the larger an ID, the later the user registered. We contacted the customer service department of Sina 
Blog, which informed us that this was indeed how the BSP assigned IDs. Results from our own 
crawling also show a high correlation between the value of IDs and the start date of the blogs 
(described below). We, thus, made use of the sequentially assigned ID system by implementing a 
sequential search scheme in which we start with a block (called prefix) of smallest IDs, proceed 
to prefixes of next smallest IDs, but stop the search if no valid blogs are found in two consecutive 
prefixes of next smallest IDs. To differentiate this strategy from RDD, we call it random digit search 
(RDS). 

The tem1 "prefixes of IDs" is equivalent to the PSU in RDD but with a simpler structure. 
Although telephone numbers consist of three structural components (e.g., area code, local exchange 
code, and suffix number), the b log IDs on Sina Blog involves just 10 digits without any subdivision 
among the digits. This simpler structure makes it easier to detennine the length (i.e., the number of 
digits) of prefixes in an RDS design, which can be calculated as follows: 

Lprefix ~~ Lm -- trunc(log10 (N)) (1) 

where Lprefix is the length of the prefixes, Lm the length of the IDs (i.e., 10 in the current study), and 
N the size of initial sample (which is different from the size of complete sample by a factor of the 
occupancy rate, see the relevant discussion on occupancy rate below). If, for example, one wished to 
construct a sample of 10,000 from Sina Blog, the length of the prefixes would be 10 - trun
c(log10(10,000)) = 6. This would result in 10,000 prefixes, all in six-digit long varying from 
"000000" to "999999." By adding to each prefix a four-digit suffix (randomly varying from 
0000 to 9999), the sample of 10,000 IDs would be generated for RDS. Of course, the calculation 
assumes the full range of 10-digit IDs is released to use. As discussed earlier, IDs are typically 
assigned on a chronological sequence. Thus, the length of prefixes should be necessarily adjusted 
based on the estimated proportion of the ID range being in use. In general, the narrower the ID range 
that is in use, the shorter the prefix should be, which results in longer suffixes and thus more IDs per 
prefix to compensate the narrower range. 

Sampling Procedure and Results 

Based on the RDS method that is a modified version of RDD, we have carried out the following six 
steps in the current study. 

I. Draw a convenience sample to locate blog directories. "Blog directories" refers to the file paths 
for the physical locations of blog sites on a BSP (e.g., Sina Blog). This is the first piece of 
information necessary to be known before sampling, probability or nonprobability, can take 
place. Given the public nature of blogs, it is fairly easy to locate such directories with a small, 
nonrandom sample. 

II. Draw a random sample to detect ID ranges in the found directories. "ID ranges" refers to the 
likely minimal and maximal values ofiDs a BSP may use for its bloggers. Whereas in telephone 
surveys, the range of valid telephone numbers can be easily found from telephone directories, 
such directories generally do not exist for blog sites (and almost all other types of web sites). 
Therefore, it is necessary to use random samples to empirically detect the ranges. 
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III. Draw an establishment sample to search for valid IDs within the found ranges. As a standard 
tool used in marketing research, "establishment sample" (ES) is a methodologically oriented 
sample that aims to establish estimates of key unknown parameters of the study population, 
against which further samples for substantive research are calibrated and/or benchmarked. Dif
ferent from the exploratory sample in step II, the ES is the core body of the current study, 
involving a larger sample size and a more complex design, as argued by Thelwall (2006, 
p. 64 ), to obtain accurate estimates of web content. 

IV. Use ES to calculate occupancy rate. One key result from the ES is the "occupancy rate" of 
valid IDs in a BSP (i.e., Sina Blog iu this study). Occupancy rate is equivalent to "coverage 
rate" in telephone surveys, measuring the proportion of a telephone area zone being "working 
units" residential numbers (American Association for Public Opinion Research, 2009, p. 35). 
Occupancy rate measures the proportion of potential user IDs being valid bloggers, which will 
be instrumental for projecting the population, designing sampling strategies for future studies, 
weighting resultant samples, and other practical purposes. 

V. Use the kuown occupancy rate to project key parameters of the blogger population on the BSP. 
The prima1y purpose of any descriptive study such as the current one is to anive at accurate 
(i.e., conect) and precise (i.e., withiu a narrow margin of sampling errors) estimates of key 
parameters of the study population. For the current study, two key parameters are of primary 
interests: the size of the blogger population on the BSP (i.e., a static snapshot) and the evolu
tionary trajectory of the blogger population (a dynamic version of the snapshots). The latter is 
made possible by a unique feature of the data on blogging (and many other web applications)
the built-in time stamps (e.g., the date of the first post published by each blogger). 

VI. Use the kuown occupancy rate to draw a substantive sample (SS) to study our original research 
questions on the sustainability ofblogging behavior. Although the SS is the focus of a separate 
study, we will show how the findings from the ES helped us design a rigorous and efficient 
sample for iu-depth research. 

Given the methodological nature of the current paper, we will report both the procedural details and 
the corresponding results in the same sections that follow. 

I. Locate Blog Directories. We first went to the home page of Sina Blog and followed links 
shown there to several dozen blog posts. We manually inspected the URL addresses of these 
posts and found that they were all hosted under one directory (i.e., http:/ /blog.sina.com.cn/s/). 
Following the navigation menu on the posts, we further located the PLP of each blogger, 
which shows the title and URL of each post published by the blogger. A quick inspection 
revealed that the URL of the PLPs shared a common format (i.e., http://blog.sia.com.cn/s/ 
nnnnnillllliDl_O_l.html), where "nnnrmnnmm" is a numeric value of 10 digits. We concluded 
that the 1 0-digit number is the format of the internal ID numbers that Sina Blog uses to refer to 
each of its blog users. 

II. Determine ID Ranges. The first digit of the dozen IDs found in Step I all contains a value of 
"1." However, other IDs might start a value smaller (i.e., 0) or larger (2 or higher) because the 
sample in step I was both small in size and nonrandomly generated. We, therefore, drew a sam
ple of 31,000 random numbers from the range between "0000000000" and "3099999999." To 
ensure even distribution of the random numbers within the range, the sample was generated by a 
stratified sampling scheme. We first divided the 10-digit number into two segments, with the 
first segment being 3-digit long (called prefix) and the second being 7 -digit long (called suffix). 
We included all310 prefixes (i.e., ranging from 000 to 309) in the sample, and then added to 
each prefix 100 randomly generated suffixes of7 digits, which gave rise to a stratified sample of 
31,000 (== 100 x 310) random numbers of 10 digits in length. 
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We dispatched a tailor-made crawler (i.e., spider) to visit 31,000 PLPs (with the URL being 
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/mmnnnnnnn _O_l.html, where "nnnnmmnnn" was substituted by 
each of the 31,000 random numbers). The crawler returned about 400 valid pages, which were 
all concentrated in the range between "1 01" and "167". No PLP was detected in prefixes 
between "000" and" 100" or between" 168" and "309". Based on our knowledge of"sequen
tial assignment," we concluded that the valid range of blog IDs varies from "1 01" to "167." 

III. Search for Valid IDs. Based on the findings from Step II, we carried out another crawling to 
further explore the existence of valid PLPs in the known range between "101" and "167." 
We used a much larger sample this time. Specit1cally, we changed the length of prefix from 
3 to 6 and the length of suffix from 7 to 4, which resulted in 20 times more prefixes (which varies 
from 101000 to 167999 and amounts to 67,000 in total). As in Step II, we retained all the 69,000 
prefixes and then added a randomly generated suffix of 4 digits to each ofthe prefixes, which led 
to a stratified sample of 67,000 (= 1 x 67,000) random munbers of 10 digits in length. 

We dispatched the crawler from a server housed in Hong Kong to the 67,000 PLPs in the same 
fashion as in Step II, of which 3,846 were found to be valid. The process took a week to complete. To 
cross-validate the results, we sent the crawler from another server housed in Beijing to visit the same 
67,000 addresses. The results were identical. To further ensure the validity of the sampling method, 
we drew a second sample of 67,000 PLPs, using exactly the same procedure on the two servers inde
pendently. This time, a total of 3,540 PLPs were returned. The difference in the number of valid 
PLPs is within the sampling error(= ± 0.38% or ±261 PLPs for a sample of67,000 at a confidence 
level of 95%). 

We fhrther perfmmed a series of formal tests on the difference between the two samples by simul
taneously comparing the nmnber of valid PLPs within each prefix. that is, a chi-square test of the 
cross-tabulation with prefixes as the dependent variable, samples as the independent variables, and 
the valid number of PLPs in the cells. Because only one random number was originally assigned to 
each 6-digit prefix, it is necessary to redefine the prefix so that more cases could be found within 
each prefix. We, therefore, tried prefixes in 3-, 4-, and 5-digit long, each of which could house 
up to 1000, 100, and 10 cases, respectively. It turned out that the difference between the two samples 
is extremely nonsignificant in all three conditions (chi-square= 43.2, df= 66,p = .987 for 3-digit 
prefixes, chi-square= 462.0, df"= 601,p == 1.000 for 4-digit prefixes, and chi-square = 2700.0, df= 
3568, p = 1.000). 

We also compared the start date of blogging between the two samples, which is one of the key 
indicators for our substantive research questions on sustainability. Similar to the unit of prefixes, the 
start date could be defined in different granularities ranging from very short period (daily or weekly) 
to very long span (yearly). Given the number of observations, we used three time units, including 
monthly, quarterly, and yearly. The two samples do not differ across the start date measured in all 
the three units (chi-square= 3.3, df== 4, p = .513 for yearly unit; chi-square= 14.5, df= 19, p = 
.752 for quarterly unit; and chi-square== 52.3, df== 58, p = .686). 

Based on the above tests, we concluded that the two samples are identical so that they can be 
combined into one (called ES) for further use. 

IV. Calculate Occupancy Rate. The ES obtained from Step III provides a basis for us to estimate 
the occupancy rate ofbloggers in the universe of internal user IDs on Sina Blog. Equivalent to 
"coverage rate" in phone surveys, occupancy rate is calculated by the following equation: 

OR= Nvalid 

Ninitial 
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where OR is the overall occupancy rate, Nvalid is the number of valid IDs(= 7,386) and Ninitial is 
the number of randomly generated IDs in the two combined ESs ( = 2 random numbers per prefix x 
67,000 prefixes= 134,000). As such, we estimated that the overall occupancy rate ofblogger IDs in 
Sina Blog is 5.5%. That is, of the 670 million IDs that Sina Blog created for its users up to the end of 
2009, only 5.5% (or 37.5 millions) were used by bloggers whereas the remaining 94.5% (or 632.5 
millions) were used for e-mail, BBS, instant messenger, microblogging, and other purposes, which 
we learned from the customer service department of Sina Blog. 

Despite the relative low occupancy rate by bloggers, a further analysis that breaks down across 
prefixes shows a considerable degree of variations in the occupancy rate. The occupancy rate was very 
low in the prefixes between" 101" and" 120" (mean= 0.9%) and between" 140" and "149" (mean== 
1.2%), whereas it was the highest in the prefixes between" 121" and "139" (mean= 12.0%) and quite 
high between "150" and "167" (mean= 6.2%). 

It should be noted that the valid lDs in the above calculation include those "inactive" bloggers 
who published only one post, which is usually a "Welcome to My Blog" page automatically gen
erated by the BSP. We retain these blogs for three reasons. First, the inactive blogs are equivalent to 
residential units in telephone surveys that have a valid address and phone number, which are 
included in the calculation of telephone coverage rate. Second, some of the inactive bloggers may 
become active after a period of "sleeping" status. Third, subsequent analysis (not shown here) 
revealed that the proportion of inactive bloggers is largely constant across ID prefixes. Therefore, 
although the inclusion of the inactive bloggers may overestimate the occupancy rate of Sin a Blog, 
the exclusion of them certainly lmderestimates the occupancy rate. In our subsequent analysis of the 
SS tor theoretical hypotheses (see below), we did exclude the inactive blogs to estimate the sustain
ability of blogging behavior. 

V. Project Population Parameters. Based on the occupancy rate (5.5%) from Step IV, we estimated 
that the size of the bloggerpopulation on Sina Blog by the end of2009 was 37.5 million, plus or 
minus 0.1 million, given the sampling error of 0.27% for the ES (N = 134,000) at the confi
dence level of 95%. To put the number into perspective, we compared it with the estimated 
number of bloggers in China. According to a nationwide telephone survey at the end of 
2009 (China Internet Network Infonnation Center, 2010), 221 million Internet users in the 
country published blog posts at some point prior to the survey. Assuming that the two estimated 
sizes (one based on crawling blog pages and another based on telephone interviews of users) 
bear some comparability, Sin a Blog is likely to account for about 17% (or one sixth) of the 
Chinese blogger population. 

Of equal interests for our research is the question of how the size of the blogger population on 
Sina Blog changes over time. As noted, we made use of the start date of the bloggers (i.e., the date 
of first post published by each blogger) available on the PLPs to examine the growth trajectory for 
the Sina Blog blogger population. As it turned out, after the trial use in the first half of 2005, the 
blogger population grew drastically from August 2005 to March 2006 and then stayed at an equili
brium level around 1 million per month for the rest 30 months. A closer look at the net growth curve 
reveals that the growth in 2008 was significantly slower than that of preceding (2006 --2007) or sub
sequent (2009) periods. Although a full investigation of possible explanations for the pattern is 
beyond the scope of the current article, it is relevant to note here that the rigorous method we used 
(i.e., random sampling of two large samples that were independently crawled first and then closely 
cross-validated) lends us full confidence in the validity and reliability of such fmdings. 

VI. Draw aSS for Further Study. To study our research questions on the substantive issues ofblog
ging behavior, we finally crawled a SS that is smaller in size but richer in content than the ES. 
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Based on the varying occupancy rate across prefixes found in the ES, we decided to adopt a 
sampling strategy with probability disproportional to size (PDS) to obtain adequate numbers 
of cases from the prefixes of low occupancy rate. PDS sampling is commonly used in social 
science research (e.g., Kish, 1965), to oversample low-incident segments of a study population 
and/or to undersample high-incident segments. However, the over- and underrepresentation 
biases could and should be corrected by weighting based on the known probability of each seg
ment in the population, preferably obtained independently (Waksberg, 1978, pp. 44-45). 

Specifically, we crawled blog sites based on randomly generated IDs until a quota of 500 was 
reached for each of the three-digit prefixes. The crawling was completed in 20 days on the two ser
vers used tor the ES. The procedure yielded 33,500 valid blog sites, as expected. We then weighted 
down the oversampled cases using the equation 

-- ORj I ( ORj ) If}- Max 
ORoverall ORoverall 

(3) 

where OR1 is the occupancy rate for prefix j ( ~~ 101 to 167), ORaverall is the overall occupancy rate 
(=' 5.5%), and Max(OR/ORaverall) is the baseline prefix that has the highest ratio between ORi and 
ORaverall (i.e., prefix 125, whose OR1 == 21.3%). This is a "weighted down" strategy that sets 
the weight for prefix "125" to 1.0 and scales down all other prefixes proportional to their share 
of the ES. After applying the weights to the SS, the final sample size became 8,649, or one fourth 
of the original size (33,500). However, the size is still sufficient enough for statistical tests of our 
substantive questions. 

As shown in Table 4, the post-crawling weighting has brought nontrivial changes to key para
meters of the SS. Although the drastic drop (74%) in the number ofblogs is an artifact of the above 
"weighting down" decision, the values of other key parameters all shmnk to some extent. The most 
noticeable reduction took place in the average number of posts per blogger and the average number 
of comments received per bloggers (both by 12% ), whereas the decline in the average length of arti
cles per blogger ( 4%) and the average number of outgoing links per blogger (3%) is less substantial. 
The consistent changes after weighting suggest that the bloggers in the prefixes with a lower occu
pancy rates are more active. As such, had the SS not been weighted, we would have obtained inflated 
(i.e., more sustainable) estimates ofblogging behavior. 

Conclusion and Discussions 

Briefly, we prepared in Steps I and II a sampling frame, based on which we drew two core samples, 
including a methodologically oriented sample, called ES (in Step Ill) and a substantively focused 
sample, called SS (in Step VI). The ES is a larger sample (N =' 134,000) with probability propor
tional to size (PPS) used to search for valid blogger IDs and estimate key parameters of the blog 
population (in Step V). The SS, however, is smaller (still N> 30,000) with PDS during the collection 
process but weighted to be PPS based on the parameters derived from the ES after the collection. 
A number of formal statistical tests have been performed to verify the validity, reliability, and prac
tical utility of the ES and SS. 

Since we have tested the RDS approach only in one BSP (i.e., Sina Blog), it is unknown at this 
point how straightforward it is to extend the method to blogs hosted on other BSPs. However, we 
believe that general principles ofRDD (or its modified version, RDS) are largely applicable to sam
pling blogs (and perhaps other types of web content) as long as the mapping between blog URLs and 
an underlying numeric ID system can be detected. Sina Blog is not alone in using numeric lD sys
tem. Several other leading BSPs in the Chinese language (e.g., blog.qq.com) also adopt this practice. 
Even if such an ID system does not exist or is difficult to fmd, blog addresses (in alphabetical or 
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Table 4. Impact of Weighting on Key Parameters of the Substantive Sample (SS) 

Change 
Unweighted Sample (US) Weighted Sample (WS) (WS/US -- I) 

N of bloggers in the sample 33,500 8,649 -74% 
Average N of articles per blogger 9.9 8.8 -12% 
Average N of words per article per blogger 479.1 458.3 --4% 
Average outlinks per blogger 13.1 11.9 --9% 
Average N of comments per blogger 18.2 16.0 -12% 
Average N of clicks per blogger 494.3 478.2 -3% 

other linguistic system) may still be decomposed into segments, whose usage probability can be 
empirically estimated through an ES similar to ours. Auxiliary variables (e.g., usage probability 
of names, words, or syllabi) available from other sources could be incorporated to further enhance 
the accuracy of the estimation. The required ES and subsequent analyses are likely to be more costly 
and teclmically demanding. However, once the relevant usage probability is known (or approxi
mated), probability sampling and post-crawling weighting will become fairly straightforward and 
affordable. Furthermore, the ES can be used for crawling other types of web content such as BBS 
fomms, photo-/video-sharing sites, and social network sites. Even manual content analysis of web 
content can make good use of such benchmark data in designing quality random samples. 

Finally, there are "independent" bloggers who do not place blogs on any BSP. Instead, they host 
blogs either on their own web servers or on rented virtual servers (that are in fact a folder on a web 
hosting server but appear to be an independent host machine with a unique domain name). The inde
pendent bloggers are presumably small in number but are very likely to be far more active and sus
tainable than the bloggers who are "attached" to BSPs. The RDS method is not directly applicable to 
this subpopulation of blogosphere. Alternatively, one may draw samples from existing crawls of 
blog search engines or blog aggregators. However, the search engines and aggregators invariantly 
display blogs sorted by an "importance" factor, which will result in biased samples similar to ran
dom walks search. A creative sampling scheme is required to overcome the systematic bias to obtain 
probability samples from search engines or aggregators. We are currently experimenting with a 
time-based method to crawl independent blogs. 
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